China’s Clean Revolution
“In the move to a low carbon economy, we believe that China will no longer be a developing country following where others have led, but a pioneer leading the way.”

Steve Howard CEO, The Climate Group
Changhua Wu Greater China Director, The Climate Group
This report is based on research conducted by The Climate Group’s team in China. Its findings show that far from ignoring climate change, Chinese Government and business leaders are now acutely aware of both the dangers and opportunities this environmental challenge brings. Even more importantly, it shows that significant actions to improve energy efficiency are already underway. China is now showing some of the strongest growth rates in the low carbon industries that reduce climate impacts of any country in the world and is creating jobs and generating profits in the process.

Many governments, businesses and even individuals have been wary of committing to action on climate change when they perceive that China – the world’s largest greenhouse gas emitter – seems to be doing little to address the issue. To illustrate the challenge, if China continues to increase greenhouse gas emissions at the 2007 rate of 8% per annum and if the European Union continues towards its target of a 20% emission reduction, China’s per capita emissions will be double those of Europeans by 2020.1 Even China’s goal to double renewable energy to 15% of total generation by 2020 will be overshadowed by a projected doubling in overall energy demand during the same period.2

But focusing on projections like this can be misleading. This report shows that significant changes are already occurring in China which present the real possibility of the country’s transformation into a global ‘low carbon leader’; that is, a nation at the forefront of developing policies, strategies and technologies that reduce emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases that contribute to climate change. Evidence is mounting of a trend towards stronger action and more ambitious targets. The demonstrated pace of change is also quickening – China is ahead of schedule to meet its renewable energy goals while, by comparison, progress in the UK has faltered.3

Nevertheless, the litmus test for China’s low carbon learning curve will be whether it can contribute to two major milestones that the science states are required to avert dangerous climate change: firstly, a peak in global emissions by 2020; and secondly, progress towards a global 2050 emissions goal of two metric tons CO2 per capita.4 In 2007, China reached a per capita level of 5.1 metric tons compared to the European Union’s 8.6 metric tons and the USA’s 19.4 metric tons.5

The jury is still out on whether China and other countries can reach these challenging targets, but the evidence contained in these pages shows that China has already started on a trajectory towards becoming an important global hub for low carbon investment, innovation and growth in coming decades. China’s leaders have shown competence at engineering China’s ‘economic miracle’ over the last three decades and, more recently, skill at confronting major short-term challenges such as the tragic May 12, 2008 earthquake in Sichuan. The fact that the country’s leadership is now putting a focus on climate change and has created greater than expected movement in renewable and alternative energy technology sectors gives us great hope that China could achieve a second miracle 30 years from now by moving to a low carbon economy. But this time, we believe that China will no longer be a developing country following where others have led, but a pioneer leading the way.

Steve Howard CEO, The Climate Group
Changhua Wu Greater China Director, The Climate Group

60%
China has reduced the energy intensity of GDP by over 60% since 1980, and has set a target to reduce it by a further 20% by 2010.
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China is showing some of the strongest growth rates in ‘low carbon industries’ of any country in the world.
China is showing that moving to a low carbon economy is consistent with growth, development and energy security objectives.
China has made significant progress in practically every low carbon economic sector in recent years and has already become a leader in a number of critical renewable energy markets. This report chronicles the rapid growth of low carbon industries and policies in China and turns the spotlight on several leading innovators. The evidence gathered here suggests that China not only has the potential to become one of the largest forces in low carbon development, but that in various industries and according to several key metrics, China is already leading, generating jobs and profits along the way.

China’s important role in solving the climate change challenge

It has been widely reported in the media that China has become the largest national emitter of carbon dioxide (CO₂), a potent global warming gas, and that the country is and will continue to be one of the most important players in finding a solution to the climate change challenge. Scientists have pointed out that in the period before 2002, when over 90% of human carbon emissions were released, China accounted for only 7% of the global total, compared to 26% and 29% for the European Union and United States respectively. But since the turn of the century, the portion of emissions from China has been growing steadily and it now accounts for over 24% of the annual total, a figure which is growing every year.

Although China has a population of over 1.3 billion people, CO₂ emissions per person are relatively low. If China’s citizens emitted as much CO₂ as America’s, China’s total emissions would be roughly equivalent to those of the entire planet today. A recent report by Sir Nicholas Stern and the London School of Economics proposed a target of two metric tons of CO₂ per person per year by 2050. From this perspective, while China’s carbon intensity per person is barely above the world average, it is still far above where it needs to be by mid-century.

Per capita carbon dioxide emissions¹

For selected countries in 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Tons of CO₂ per person per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Average</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Required world average per capita emissions by 2050 to keep atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration below 500ppm

When considering progress towards a low carbon economy, the well-known Chinese proverb comes to mind – "a journey of ten thousand miles begins with a single step." By bringing together data in four key sectors – power, energy efficiency, transport, and finance – this report highlights those steps China has already taken on the road towards a clean, green future. The headline findings are listed below and these challenge the perception of China’s inaction on greenhouse gas emissions. They also demonstrate the scale of the opportunity for the Chinese economy associated with emerging low carbon markets.

Renewables investment and installed capacity are growing quickly

According to the Renewables 2007 Global Status Report, China is already the leading renewable energy producer in the world in terms of installed generating capacity, with the largest hydro-electric fleet and fifth largest wind power fleet in the world. China plans to almost double the proportion of renewable energy it uses from 8% in 2006 to 15% in 2020, with concrete targets for hydro power capacity at 300 gigawatts (GW), bioenergy power at 30 GW, wind power at 30 GW, and solar power at 1.8 GW. The country’s renewable energy targets are close behind those of the most advanced countries such as those of the European Union which have set a renewable energy target of 20% by 2020.

China ranked second for the absolute Dollar amount invested in renewable energy in 2007 with approximately US$12 billion, trailing the leader Germany which invested US$14 billion. The nominal sizes of the Chinese and German economies were almost equal at US$3.3 trillion in 2007, meaning that China trails leader Germany only slightly in renewable energy investment as a percentage of GDP. New Energy Finance predicts that another US$398 billion of investment is needed to reach China’s 2020 renewable energy goals, or an average of US$33 billion per year mainly for wind, biomass, hydro and solar installations.

China is or will soon be the No.1 manufacturer of various critical low carbon technologies

China is already a leading manufacturer of solar photovoltaic technology, with 820 megawatts (MW) of production by the end of 2007, second only to Japan. The nominal sizes of the Chinese and German economies were almost equal at US$3.3 trillion in 2007, meaning that China trails leader Germany only slightly in renewable energy investment as a percentage of GDP. New Energy Finance predicts that another US$398 billion of investment is needed to reach China’s 2020 renewable energy goals, or an average of US$33 billion per year mainly for wind, biomass, hydro and solar installations.9

China is or will soon be the No.1 manufacturer of various critical low carbon technologies

China is already a leading manufacturer of solar photovoltaic technology, with 820 megawatts (MW) of production by the end of 2007, second only to Japan. The country is set to capitalize on this growing export opportunity as the world transitions to a low carbon future.

In addition to its own local wind power installations which grew by about 120% in 2007, the Global Wind Energy Council announced in early 2008 that China will become the world’s leading manufacturer of wind turbines by 2009 with leading companies such as Goldwind and Sinovel expected to branch into exports.11

China is also competing for or taking the lead in the production of other critical renewable and low carbon technologies such as solar water heaters (holding 60% of the global market), energy efficient home appliances and rechargeable batteries.12
China is a leader in low carbon transport
Beyond its traditional reliance on bicycles and public transport, China is now introducing measures to limit oil consumption from its growing motor vehicle fleet, implementing fuel efficiency standards for cars 40% higher than those in the USA, although still lagging behind those in Europe and Japan. China has also succeeded in scaling up a range of low carbon transport technologies; over 21 million electric bicycles and 1.64 million energy efficient compact cars were sold in 2007, and domestic hybrid and electric vehicle technologies are progressing rapidly.

Biofuels also feature strongly, with China being the third largest ethanol producer in the world. The country has begun converting an area of marginal land half the size of England into biofuel forests, hopefully easing the competition between biofuels and grain crops that has contributed to food price increases. There are plans to produce 12 million metric tons of low carbon fuel per year by 2020.

China is making successful efforts to reduce carbon intensity
The energy intensity of the Chinese economy has dropped by over 60% since 1980. Moreover, China has targeted a further 20% reduction between 2006 and 2010.

Fossil fuels still provide 80% of China’s power, but by replacing small and inefficient power stations with high efficiency super-critical technology, China hopes to avoid approximately 37.6 million metric tons of CO2 emissions every year.

The Chinese Government has also put in place an ambitious monitoring, benchmarking and control system for China’s 1,000 largest energy consuming companies, between them responsible for 33% of national energy usage. The programme stipulates that these companies must reduce their energy intensity to accomplish an overall energy saving of 100 million metric ton standard coal equivalent (approximately 833 million gigawatt-hours) by 2010.

A strong and comprehensive low carbon policy framework is in place
In addition to the overarching 20% energy intensity reduction target and the 15% renewable energy target, a comprehensive set of regulatory policies have been developed covering almost every sector of China’s economy. Fuel economy standards (see above) were issued in 2005; one of the world’s most comprehensive mandatory energy efficiency testing and labeling standards for home appliances was implemented the same year; a 20% tax on gas-guzzling SUVs was introduced in 2006 while compact cars are only taxed at 3%; strict building efficiency design codes have been introduced which aim to cut energy consumption of new buildings by 50%; and China’s Renewable Energy Law, which also came into effect in 2006, mandates that the power grid purchase renewable power, giving subsidies for wind and biopower projects.

Chinese entrepreneurs are riding a low carbon wave
A low carbon wave has swept up literally tens of thousands of Chinese companies into new markets and created some of China’s most successful business leaders. For example, China’s six largest solar photovoltaics (PV) manufacturers, most of which did not exist ten years ago, had a total market value of over US$15 billion in July 2008. Some other rapidly growing areas are: the solar water heater market, which employs over 600,000 people in China, is worth over US$2 billion per year and is growing at 20% annually; the energy efficient compact car market, which was worth over US$50 billion in 2007; the electric bicycle market, which was worth over US$6 billion in 2007; and China’s leading wind turbine manufacturer, which has a rapidly rising market value of over US$6 billion.

Across power, efficiency and transport, China has frequently taken the route followed by most countries focusing on new buildings, factories, vehicles or products, instead of replacing or retrofitting old ones, which is a more complicated and expensive approach. For this reason it will take several years to see the full effect of the initiatives which have been introduced. Many opportunities still exist for China to further speed up the phase-out of older technologies.

Another qualifying factor, when considering the data presented in this report, is level of implementation. It is inevitable that some companies will evade the system. However, China’s clear improvement in energy intensity to this point indicates that it has been as successful in overcoming resistance to new efficiency policies as any country. For example, China’s energy intensity has recently shown two consecutive drops: 1.79% in 2006 and 3.66% in 2007.

As more Chinese companies and products begin to comply with the new regulation, China will face the continuing challenge of monitoring and ensuring compliance, encouraging innovation and continually pushing up standards to best-available technology.

Unleashing China’s low carbon potential
With companies fielding strong investment, reaping impressive profits and seeing double or even triple digit growth in low carbon sectors, China and its new generation of low carbon entrepreneurs are already seeing significant economic benefits as a result of their push into the low carbon economy.

Last year, The Climate Group’s In The Black report documented how, even in the absence of consistent policy, the low carbon economy is booming in four major industrialised countries. What this latest report shows is that this is not just a niche market for rich countries, but rather that – with their cost advantages and abundant abatement opportunities – investment in low carbon solutions can be equally, if not more profitable, job-creating and socially beneficial in developing nations.

China in particular has embraced this opportunity, once again showing that moving to a low carbon economy is consistent with growth, development and energy security objectives.
“A journey of ten thousand miles begins with a single step.”

Chinese proverb
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Low Carbon Power

Highlights
– Investment in renewable energy in China, at approximately US$12 billion in 2007, is almost level with world leader Germany as a percentage of GDP. In terms of installed capacity, China leads the world, reaching 151 GW by the end of 2007.
– Since 2005, the Chinese government has required that all new large power plants use high efficiency super-critical coal fired technology and, during 2007, 553 smaller inefficient plants with total generating capacity of 14.38 GW were shut down.
– China’s Renewable Energy Law gives subsidies for wind and biomass power and China’s Medium- and Long-term Programme for Renewable Energy Development states that 15% of total energy should come from renewable sources by 2020.
– China’s wind power capacity increased by around 125% in 2007. China now ranks fifth in the world and is expected to grow another 67% to 10 GW in 2008.
– China is a leading manufacturer of solar photovoltaics, with 820 MW of production in 2007, second only to Japan. As of July 2008, the six largest solar companies had a combined market capitalisation of over US$15 billion.

Challenges
– China has ample reserves of cheap coal which is currently the fuel source for 77% of energy supply. Low carbon alternatives must be bought to scale and cost competitiveness improved.
– Only 0.08 GW of solar photovoltaic power has been installed so far in China despite high levels of manufacturing for export.
– Demand for electricity in China increased by 14.4% in 2007 and is expected to continue to grow strongly as China develops.
– Some current projections show that China could expect to meet 30% of energy needs from renewable energy by 2050, short of IPCC recommendations for global emissions reductions.

Future Opportunities
– China has a potential biomass resource of up to 800 million metric tons of agricultural waste.
– Targets and regulation in China and internationally will continue to create lucrative home export markets for China’s renewable energy products.

China’s planned growth in renewable electricity for 2020
Compared to 2006 levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Source</th>
<th>% Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydro</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydro, Solar</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rapid expansion will be required in renewable industries to meet these targets and more than double the renewable energy base to 420 GW by 2020. But judging from growth trends between 2005 and 2007, the targets will be met well ahead of schedule. For example, the China Renewable Energy Industry Association has announced that China is on track to install 50 GW of wind power by 2015, well above the 30 GW by 2020 target.

The scientific consensus suggests that global emissions need to peak no later than 2020 and then decrease by at least 50% by 2050 if we are to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. China has yet to officially make any targets past 2020, but energy planning experts have suggested that China could expect to meet 30% of energy needs from renewable energy by 2050, which would fall well short of the required amount. However, given the timeframe, there is still enough time for China to push renewable energy targets higher.

Renewable energy resource constraints are certainly not the limiting factor and China boasts rich wind and solar resources that could potentially provide for the entire country’s energy requirements if effective energy storage methods were used. The major short-term factors restricting the use of renewable energy in China are economic ones and, for this reason, government policy and potentially global carbon markets will need to play a strong role in managing power-related emissions.
China’s wind power capacity increased by around 125% in 2007 alone.
Suntech Power: US$5 billion growth in six years

Suntech Power was founded in May 2002. By March 2008, it had become the third largest player in the global solar industry.

How it grew

Breaking into world markets

Suntech’s first project was to design intelligent controller PV systems. Having completed this in 2003, the company received certification from the International Energy Commission to enter lucrative export markets in Europe and the USA.

To generate the capital it needed to grow, Suntech then floated on the New York Stock Exchange on December 14, 2005. This brought in billions of Dollars – money used to make investments in technology development and new production facilities in China, and to acquire competitor companies to build Suntech’s technical expertise.

Following a clear strategy

Suntech has a clear business goal driving its success: to be the world’s lowest-cost solar producer. This has not only driven the company’s growth, but also the continuing increase in solar electric applications around the world.

The future

Suntech recently announced that it will reach a construction capacity of 1,000MW by the end of 2008. This is only marginally less than total global production of solar applications in 2007.

With a market capitalisation of over US$5 billion, it also means that Suntech is the third largest player in the solar industry. According to Fortune Magazine, Suntech’s global CEO, Dr Zhengrong Shi, has already become one of the richest men in China.

China on track to beat 2020 wind power target by 200%

Spurred by supportive government policies growth in China’s wind energy industry has exceeded all expectations, with the market increasing by around 125% in 2007. China now has over 6GW of installed wind capacity, which is 7% of the world total and the country ranks fifth in the world after Germany, the USA, Spain and India. The original government target for wind production announced in 2005 was 30GW installed by 2020, but some experts are predicting that China could reach 20GW by 2010 and up to 100GW by 2020. Although China still needs to catch up with international leaders such as Germany and Spain in terms of cutting-edge technology, the Chinese wind market is already relatively competitive, ranking alongside the likes of the UK and Australia in terms of price.

Installed wind capacity for leading countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated electric generating capacity 2020

- Fossil Fuel: 70.3%
- Hydro: 21.2%
- Wind: 3.3%
- Nuclear: 2.3%
- Biomass: 2.1%
- Solar PV: 0.1%

Total: 1422GW

China is the world’s leading solar manufacturer

In terms of manufacture, China, with a production volume of 820 MW in 2007, is second only to Japan. Solar cell manufacturers in China now have an annual production capacity of 1.300 MW and plan to expand this to 4.000 MW by 2010 – more than the entire global production in 2007.

With more than 400 solar PV companies, China’s growing solar manufacturing industry is positioned to become a low-cost leader in the growing low carbon economy. There are already four Chinese solar companies with market capitalisations of over US$2 billion: Suntech Power Holdings; LDK Solar; JA Solar Holdings; and Yingli Solar. The rates of growth seen in these companies and many others in China are greater than 100% per year.

China’s solar growth has largely been fuelled by growing international demand from countries like Germany, Spain and the USA, rather than by domestic policies, and solar technology still provides less than 0.2% of total electricity needs within China. The challenge of meeting domestic renewable energy targets could generate further strong growth for China’s solar manufacturing leaders.

Solar PV production capacity by year end

By country to 2007

- China
- Japan
- Europe
- United States
- India
- Others

Production capacity targets for top solar PV companies in China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Production capacity by 2007 (MW)</th>
<th>Announced Expansion Targets 2008-09 (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suntech Power Holdings Co.</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDK Solar Co.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA Solar Holdings</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yingli Solar</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trina Solar Ltd</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solarfun</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Sunergy Co.</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP Solar (China)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ningbo Solar</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>&gt;1,300</strong></td>
<td><strong>&gt;4,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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There are currently a number of restrictions in the market designed to encourage the development of local manufacturers. For example, regulations were passed in 2005 to ensure that at least 70% of each wind turbine installed must be locally manufactured and import taxes have been used to discourage imports of pre-assembled turbine systems. These policies have led to the creation of over 50 local wind power technology companies in China and this group now controls over 50% of the domestic market, historically dominated by imports.

Goldwind: Leading China’s wind-power boom

Goldwind Science and Technology Company is one of China’s largest domestic wind turbine manufacturers. With its HQ in Urumqi, in China’s windy north-western Xinjiang Autonomous Region, the company has been a driving force behind wind power development in China since the 1980s. By 2006, it possessed a 33% share of the Chinese market.

How it grew

International collaboration for research and development (R&D)

Goldwind was born back in 1986 as a small research project collaborating with the Dutch Government importing small 150 kW turbines to test in China. By 1995, it was also receiving loans from the German Government to develop 600kW turbines. In 1999 the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology began directly supporting Goldwind to become a world leader in wind power.

All-round expertise

With its focus on low-cost, large-scale wind power, the company has developed expertise in every area of the market. This ranges from assessing wind fields to designing, building, installing and maintaining wind farms.

Being part of a thriving market

Goldwind has benefitted from a thriving wind power market in China. In 2007, Goldwind’s sales reached 3.24 billion Yuan (US$460 million), with profits of 600 million Yuan (US$85 million). Main local competitors, including Huarui (Sinovel), Zhejiang Windey and Dong Fang, have also thrived.

The future

Investment in R&D

At the moment, Goldwind produces 600kW, 750kW, 1.2MW and 1.5MW wind turbine sets. But the company is investing billions of Dollars in both R&D and capacity expansion, and has already begun researching larger and more efficient 2.5, 3.0 and even 5.0MW wind turbines. These would be over 100 metres high.

Global expansion

At the moment, the company does not export its turbines. But, anticipating this next step, international investors have already pushed up the listed value of the company to over US$6 billion. These predictions are backed up by the company president, who has announced that Goldwind has ‘big export plans’ for 2009.

Plans to double capacity of Chinese hydro generating fleet by 2020

China has the largest hydroelectric generating fleet in the world and the energy it produced in 2006 avoided over 450 million metric tons of CO₂ emissions. With plans to more than double the 142GW hydro generating fleet by 2020, China’s dams could avoid over 1,000 million metric tons of CO₂ emissions every year by displacing coal power, although adverse social and environmental impacts would need to be taken into account. Meeting the goal would require an investment of over US$110 billion Dollars.

Leading hydro electricity generating countries, 2006

For the next 20 years at least, hydroelectricity will continue to contribute more to reducing China’s carbon emissions than new renewable technologies such as solar and wind.

Exciting plans for biomass and waste-to-energy

China’s biomass power generation capacity is growing steadily and in 2007 the Government implemented a subsidy of 0.25 Yuan (US$0.32c) per kilowatt hour to help the country meet its target of 30 GW by 2020.

According to government sources, existing biomass power capacity is 2GW, and China has installed over 1,600 industrial scale biogas plants and over 18 million household biogas digesters for cooking, heating and power. However, traditional biomass from agriculture and livestock waste remains an under-utilised resource. The majority of China’s rural biowastes are discarded or burned because of difficulties in collection and transport. Perhaps one of the most sought-after technologies for biomass is cellulosic ethanol (see Chapter 3, page 24) which would allow crop residues to be converted to liquid fuel to replace oil. This technology, however, is still some years away from commercialisation.

In China’s growing cities there are currently over 50 municipal solid waste (MSW) incinerators, also known as waste-to-energy plants, producing about 1,000GWh of electricity from 3 million metric tons of garbage each year. Waste-to-energy technology is becoming more attractive as China’s cities run out of landfill space and the energy content of city refuse increases due to rising proportions of plastics and paper.
Clean coal – ultra super-critical power plants are the new standard
As coal power stations have an operating lifetime of 40-50 years, large investments made now will continue to have a significant impact on carbon emissions towards the middle of this century. This has been described as a ‘carbon lock-in’ effect and it is of particular significance in developing countries such as China and India with rapid growth in energy demand.

China is the largest coal producer and consumer in the world using 2.4 billion metric tons of coal in 2006, almost 40% of the global total.57 Coal is the most carbon intensive fuel, and China’s older and inefficient coal plants add 25% or more to these already high carbon emissions. However, with the growth of economic resources, tighter government policies and increased experience in the construction sector, there has been a transformation in new plant efficiency in the last three years. Building on efficiency improvements and making low carbon alternatives more cost competitive are ongoing challenges.

Since 2005, construction of large new power plants in China has almost exclusively used efficient super-critical technology, increasing the thermal conversion efficiency of the Chinese coal fleet to over 30% – a level close to that in developed countries. By 2007, Chinese companies had started constructing the even more advanced ultra super-critical power plants which have become the new standard. As new technology is introduced, less efficient plants are being shut down. Older and smaller power plants with capacities below 100MW can emit over 2000 grams of CO2 per kWh (almost three times higher than best available technology) and the Chinese Government closed 553 such installations, totaling over 14.38GW, in 2007 alone.58 Similar policies have been brought in to reduce the number of plants with capacities under 300MW which currently make up 30% of the power generating fleet. The National Development and Reform Commission in China requires that large power companies ‘buy out’ and close down inefficient sites equivalent to 60% of proposed construction capacity before projects will be approved.

Non-Renewable Energy
Nuclear could contribute 4% of China’s power by 2020
Although there are associated waste and cost issues, nuclear energy is a low carbon alternative to coal power producing almost zero carbon and zero air pollution which makes it an attractive option for Chinese energy planners. Chinese nuclear generating capacity is currently relatively small, accounting for about 2% of electricity output due to the high prices of nuclear fuels compared to coal.54

However, the Chinese Government is slowly ramping up investment in nuclear power which could contribute up to 4% of China’s power by 2020.59 China’s State Nuclear Power Technology Company recently signed a US$5.3 billion Dollar deal with Westinghouse (US) to build four new reactors and, with the blessing of Chinese President Hu Jintao and French President Nicolas Sarkozy, French company Areva has been awarded €8 billion (US$12 billion) in construction and uranium fuel contracts in a deal with the China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group.

Chinese power companies are working in cooperation with international partners to increase nuclear power capacity from the present 8.6GW in 2007 to 40GW in 202056 and this could increase if China develops its own nuclear plant construction capability or if fossil energy prices continue to rise.

Thermal conversion efficiencies of coal power plants6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U S Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Average 2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Super-critical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Ultra Super-critical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As new technology is introduced, less efficient plants are being shut down. Older and smaller power plants with capacities below 100MW can emit over 2000 grams of CO2 per kWh (almost three times higher than best available technology) and the Chinese Government closed 553 such installations, totaling over 14.38GW, in 2007 alone.58 Similar policies have been brought in to reduce the number of plants with capacities under 300MW which currently make up 30% of the power generating fleet. The National Development and Reform Commission in China requires that large power companies ‘buy out’ and close down inefficient sites equivalent to 60% of proposed construction capacity before projects will be approved.
New carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects and partnerships are in development

China does not have any existing carbon capture and storage (CCS) plants but there are at least two full-scale pilot projects underway which will be completed by 2014. Opinion is divided in China on the feasibility of CCS due to concerns about high cost and the environmental risks associated with storing massive amounts of CO2 gas. But even with such doubts, China’s heavy reliance on coal makes CCS a potentially critical technology requiring investigation. CCS has the potential to reduce CO2 emissions from coal power plants by about 85%.

A billion Dollar Chinese project named ‘Green-gen’ led by the Huaneng Group and with strong support from the Chinese Government has begun developing a CCS coal power station in Tianjin City. Green-gen has received investment from seven of China’s major energy companies and aims to push forward the boundaries of integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) coal, hydrogen production, fuel cell and CCS technology. Stage I requires an investment of 2.5 billion Yuan (US$360 million) to construct a 250MW IGCC plant by 2009; stage II will add another 400MW as well as hydrogen production, fuel cell power generation and CCS technology by 2012. Stage III will develop a commercial-scale CCS plant, although the details have yet to be ironed out. A second project dubbed ‘near zero emission coal’ (NZEC) was launched in November 2007 in China by the UK Government which has released plans to design and construct a 300MW CCS coal power station in China by 2014.

The Huaneng Group: Cutting emissions from coal by 50%

The Huaneng Group is China’s largest electricity generation company. With sales of 84.5 billion Chinese Yuan (US$12.2 billion) in 2006, it produces around 12% of all China’s power. It also leads the way in the Chinese Government’s drive to be more energy efficient and last year opened one of the most efficient coal plants in the world at Yuhuan.

How it led the way

While the Huaneng Group invests in renewable technology and biofuels, its main success has been in developing high-efficiency coal-burning technology. This has helped China begin to ‘leapfrog’ the less efficient coal technology that much of the developed world is currently locked into using.

First to go super-critical

Back in 2002, Huaneng began constructing China’s first super-critical plant. The first 600MW units were finished by the end of 2004. These have a thermal conversion efficiency around 30-40% higher than the average in China. In 2005, the Chinese Government issued a regulation requiring all new coal power stations over 600MW to use super-critical technology.

First to go ultra super-critical

Even before the construction of the super-critical plant had been finished, Huaneng had already started developing an ultra super-critical (USC) power station. The USC technology, which had never previously been tried in China, reduces greenhouse gas emissions by almost 50% compared to other plants in China and has a thermal conversion efficiency of over 45%.

The result is the Yuhuan power station. Its first two 1GW USC units started working in December 2006, and were followed by two more 1GW units in November 2007. This makes it the largest USC plant in the world, able to provide power to around 10 million Chinese households.

Compared to China’s average coal-fired power station, running the plant saves 11 million metric tons of CO2 per year from reaching the atmosphere. What’s more, the plant cost 15.6 billion Yuan (US$2.3 billion). This equates to only US$575 per kW installed – well below the equivalent cost for most international projects of US$1100-1200 per kW installed.

The future

According to its former chairman, Mr Li Xiaopeng, the group aims to double its generation capacity by 2010 and become a Fortune 500 company.

Demand for USC is also increasing fast, partly thanks to support from the Chinese Government. By March 2008, over 100GW of USC plant capacity had been ordered in China.

2020

China has implemented targets for 2020 to increase installed wind power capacity to 30GW, hydro power capacity to 300GW, bioenergy power capacity to 30GW, and solar power capacity to 1.8 GW.
“China now has one of the most thorough appliance energy efficiency standard programs in the world.”

Dr Jiang Lin Senior Vice President, Energy Foundation, United States
Chapter Two
Energy Efficient Products, Factories and Buildings

Highlights
– China has reduced the energy intensity of GDP by over 60% since 1980 and aims to reduce it by another 20% between 2006 and 2010.
– China introduced a new Building Code, the Design Standard for Energy Conservation in Civil Buildings, in 2006 requiring all new buildings to reduce energy consumption by 50%, or 65% in some cities such as Beijing and Shanghai.
– Over 10% of Chinese homes use solar water heaters and the domestic market was worth US$2.6 billion in 2006.
– China has developed one of the world’s most comprehensive mandatory energy efficiency standards and labels for home appliances which will allow China to avoid construction of 27GW of power generation capacity by 2020.

Challenges
– China’s urban population is projected to increase by over 350 million people between 2006 and 2025, so increased demand for energy, buildings and products must be carefully managed.
– An estimated 23% of China’s energy demand (and CO₂ emissions) came from making products for export markets in 2004. Exports are still growing rapidly, reaching US$1.2 trillion in 2007, raising the issue of who is responsible for what, in terms of global emission reductions.
– China has a building stock of over 43 billion square metres of which only 4% meets the recently released Building Code energy efficiency standards.

Opportunities
– The Building Code will generate a huge demand for green building design and materials companies estimated to be worth 1.5 trillion Yuan between now and 2020.
– The Government is targeting thousands of factories which have efficiencies in the lowest quartile to improve efficiency or shut down and this is requiring hundreds of billions of investment in energy efficient technology.
– As well as the domestic target to have solar water heaters in 30% of Chinese households by 2020, there is also a potentially large export market.

Industry dominates emissions but efficiency is improving
Industry is the single largest carbon emitter in China’s economy, consuming 70% of China’s energy, compared to only 33% in the US. However, due to efforts by business and government to modernise industry and improve energy efficiency in recent decades the national energy intensity indicator, ‘Standard Coal Equivalent consumption per 10,000 Yuan (approximately US$1,450) GDP’, was reduced from 3.39 metric tons in 1980 to 1.21 metric tons in 2005 (calculated using the 2005 constant price) – a reduction of 63%.

The Chinese government has set a target to reduce the energy intensity of GDP by a further 20% between 2006 and 2010, the most aggressive energy efficiency improvement target in the world. To reach the target, the Chinese Government has increased investment in energy saving and efficiency incentives to about US$6 billion per year in 2008.

China’s entry into the World Trade Organization in 2001 had a profound impact on energy consumption by contributing to a rapid growth in manufacturing and energy intensive industries for export, making energy intensity targets harder to reach than expected. Although the Chinese Government supports large trade volumes as a net positive for the Chinese economy, there is increasing concern about the environmental and energy costs inflicted at home as a result. The Government is therefore making use of financial and trade controls to restrict some energy intensive products and sectors. For example, in November 2006, the Ministry of Finance added a 15% export tax on copper, nickel, aluminum and other metal products; a 10% tax on primary steel products; and a 5% tax on petroleum, coal and coke.

China’s six largest energy consuming industries as a proportion of total GDP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>% of GDP</th>
<th>Export Value in US$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Value of Exports in US$ Billions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Value of Exports in US$ Billions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Declining energy intensities of China’s six largest energy consuming industries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Tons of standard coal per 10,000 yuan output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum processing and coking</td>
<td>2000: 8.00, 2001: 6.00, 2002: 4.00, 2003: 2.00, 2004: 1.00, 2005: 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw chemical materials and products</td>
<td>2000: 6.00, 2001: 4.00, 2002: 2.00, 2003: 1.00, 2004: 0.50, 2005: 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmetal mineral products</td>
<td>2000: 4.00, 2001: 2.00, 2002: 1.00, 2003: 0.50, 2004: 0.25, 2005: 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelting and pressing of nonferrous metals</td>
<td>2000: 2.00, 2001: 1.00, 2002: 0.50, 2003: 0.25, 2004: 0.12, 2005: 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelting and pressing of ferrous metals</td>
<td>2000: 1.00, 2001: 0.50, 2002: 0.25, 2003: 0.12, 2004: 0.06, 2005: 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and supply of electric power</td>
<td>2000: 0.50, 2001: 0.25, 2002: 0.12, 2003: 0.06, 2004: 0.03, 2005: 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Value of Exports in US$ Billions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Value of Exports in US$ Billions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Petroleum processing and coking
Raw chemical materials and products
Nonmetal mineral products
Smelting and pressing of nonferrous metals
Smelting and pressing of ferrous metals
Production and supply of electric power

Declining energy intensities of China’s six largest energy consuming industries
China’s Top-1000 Enterprises Programme: Cutting emissions from industry

In 2005, China’s top 1000 energy-consuming companies accounted for 47% of the energy used by Chinese industry and 33% of the energy used by the country as a whole. For China to move successfully to a low carbon future, it’s crucial these industries take the lead in cutting emissions. To encourage them to do so, the government set up the Top-1000 Enterprises Programme.

**How it works**

**Company targets**
The programme aims to cut energy consumption in China by setting energy efficiency targets for China’s 1000 largest energy-consuming companies. These targets came into effect in April 2006. To meet them, companies need to show that products meet domestic best practice standards for efficiency. There are also stricter, international best practice targets for industry leaders. All companies in the programme have also signed energy conservation agreements with local governments to improve operational energy efficiency by on average 25%, forming the basis of the 20% national energy intensity goal.

**Close monitoring**
Each company carries out regular energy audits, reporting monthly and annually to local governments and the National Development and Reform Commission. They also develop energy-saving action plans and provide information and training workshops for management and staff.

**Personal targets**
As a further incentive to make sure targets are met, local officials and heads of state-owned businesses are measured against them. Bonuses are also offered to leaders of successful companies and regions.

**The future**
The programme is an important part of the Government’s strategy to meet China’s 20% energy intensity improvement goal. To put its potential into context: if all the targets set under the programme are met, it would cut China’s energy consumption by 100 million metric tons of standard coal by the 2010 deadline – equivalent to shutting down 381,000MW coal-fired power plants.

China’s new product standards and labels will avoid over 10 million metric tons of CO2 per year.

China is the largest producer of electronic and home appliances in the world, with approximately half of these products sold in the growing domestic market and the remainder exported to international consumers. This has implications for China’s energy and resource consumption patterns from a manufacturing standpoint and also affects energy consumption by consumers both at home and abroad.

In 2005, China developed mandatory energy efficiency standards and labels for consumer appliances such as refrigerators, washing machines, air conditioners and other products. A recent study from the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory found that the standard will enable China to avoid over 100 million metric tons of CO2 emissions per year.70

The government has forbidden the sale of unlabelled products in China and has also issued green procurement policies for government offices and state-owned companies. Further standards are under development for microwaves, water heaters, electric fans, rice cookers and other appliances.

**Meeting China’s new building standard will require 1.5 trillion Yuan of investment by 2020**

China’s construction industry is booming with a predicted 20 billion square metres to be constructed by 2020 – equivalent to Europe’s entire building stock.71 China’s buildings currently consume around 18% of the country’s total energy, but this could reach up to 40% by 2030 when China’s urban population is projected to more than double to a billion people.

To tackle this, the *Design Standard for Energy Conservation in Residential Buildings* (the Building Code) went into effect on January 1 2006, requiring new buildings to use energy efficient materials and insulation and to adopt energy saving technologies for heating, air conditioning, ventilation and lighting systems.72 The Building Code requires new structures to have an in-use energy consumption level 50% lower than the current Chinese average and higher standards are specified for more economically developed cities such as Beijing and Shanghai. In addition, in the summer of 2007, the Government mandated that all government offices must keep air conditioning at no lower than 26°C in summer and no higher than 20°C in winter,74 and encouraged citizens to do the same.

At the moment it is estimated that, of the existing 43 billion square metres of building stock in China, only 4% meet the new standards.75 The Building Code is undoubtedly a great improvement, but it is still below international standards in certain areas.76 Current building energy consumption per square meter is more than double the average in developed countries, so continuous improvement in this area is a key challenge for China. As around half of the world’s new buildings go up in China each year, the push for green housing represents a significant market opportunity to many players. The Government estimates that an additional investment of 1.5 trillion Yuan (US$220 billion) in energy efficient buildings will be required before 2020 to meet the new building standards.
Beijing: improving energy efficiency of buildings by 65%
The Chinese government has identified Beijing as one of four ‘relatively economically developed’ cities that needs to improve the energy efficiency of its buildings. As a result, the city has been set a target to cut energy consumption from buildings by 65%. With a population of over 16 million people and over half a billion square metres of apartment, office and factory floor space, this presents a big challenge for the city.

How the city is going about it
Monitoring consumption
Until recently, the energy consumption of buildings was largely unmonitored in Beijing – as in most of China. So in October 2007, the Beijing Municipal Construction Committee (BMCC) announced plans to carry out energy audits on all large buildings.

The first step of these audits was to install separate metres to measure the energy used for functions like lighting, ventilation, heating and air conditioning. The data then gets collected by an online monitoring system to help streamline the city’s energy demand.

These energy audits now cover every state-run building and all private buildings over 20,000 square metres in the city, as well as 20% of other smaller buildings chosen at random. The process has also made Beijing one of the leading examples of building energy management in China.

Encouraging inefficient buildings to improve
During the energy audit process, any highly inefficient buildings will be asked to retrofit voluntarily. To do this, building owners will work with Energy Service Companies (ESCOs), who help to finance and manage the upgrades. Since efficiency improvements reduce energy bills and the improvements pay for themselves in a few years, building owners are usually happy to comply.

The future
The Beijing municipal government is investing significant resources into collecting, storing and analysing the data from these audits. It’s already using the analysis to help identify inefficient older buildings – estimated to include around 40 million square metres of floor space. These buildings will then be retrofitted with energy efficient systems and materials. The work should be completed by 2010, with the target of reducing the average energy use of Beijing’s building stock by 10%.

Officials estimate that the city’s efforts will reduce CO₂ emissions by 1.8 million metric tons per year by 2010. This will help the city save billions of Dollars on power investment. It could also help alleviate the city’s pollution problems.

BROAD is a worldwide brand of central heating and cooling systems. Last year they had sales of US$460 million in over 60 countries. Using their non-electric technology, they have heated and cooled over 56 million square metres of energy efficient buildings, and saved over 3 million metric tons of CO₂ in the process. BROAD makes units which emit only 0.15 kg of CO₂ per kWh of cooling – about 75% less than the traditional electric units which most buildings use. In buildings near power stations or industrial facilities, BROAD’s equipment can also make use of waste heat, which often reduces its carbon emissions to zero.

Despite lucrative opportunities to start selling traditional electric air conditioning technology, BROAD is solely focused on becoming a leader in low carbon technology. This means continuing to research and build non-electric systems, now and in the future.

VANKE is China’s largest residential property developer, selling over 48,000 apartments in 2007 alone. The company is also one of the leaders in the effort to make China’s building industry greener, investing over 100 million Yuan in greener construction techniques. Last year, it completed two buildings in Shanghai using techniques that cut waste from construction by up to 91%. The success of these experimental buildings has encouraged VANKE to use their new methods more widely, and the company is now on target to construct over 1 million square metres of green buildings by 2009.
Government policies such as mandatory efficiency labelling and fuel economy standards are changing behaviour and creating markets for low carbon products.
China’s solar water heater market is growing at 20% per year

While solar water heaters have not been successful in most other countries, the market in China has grown rapidly and accounts for about 60% of global capacity. China had an estimated installed capacity of 90 million square metres in 2006 and that year the domestic market had a turnover of over 20 billion Yuan (US$2.6 billion). Installed capacity is still growing at about 20% per year and this thriving industry has created over 600,000 jobs.77

The success of this simple technology is largely due to its low cost and high safety compared to gas or electricity and also the numerous environmental benefits it brings, including reduced urban air pollution. Typical units cost as little as 1,500 Yuan (US$180),78 compared to an annual running cost of US$120 to power an electric water heater. This makes the payback on investment around two years while the expected lifetime of the unit is 10-15 years. Many municipalities such as Rizhao and Shenzhen have mandated that solar water heaters must be installed on new residential buildings. Solar water heaters are now installed in 10% of all Chinese homes and the market continues to grow.

Rapid growth in China’s solar water heater market, 2000–2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Installed Capacity</th>
<th>Million Square Metres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Himin Solar Energy Group: hot water from renewable sources

Himin Solar Energy Group has grown in under a decade to become the world’s leading manufacturer of solar water heaters. With sales of over 2 billion Yuan (US$280 million) in 2007, the group is an industry pioneer, and has helped to bring solar energy into 40 million Chinese homes.

How it grew

From small beginnings

In 1987, Himin’s CEO and founder, Mr Huang Ming, decided to build a solar water heater as a gift for his grandmother. Encouraged by feedback from his friends, Huang soon began producing more. He became well known locally, eventually making over 1,000 heaters for neighbours and friends.

An independent business

In 1992, Huang was encouraged by government officials to set up a state-owned company as part of China’s economic development. However, the state took 70% of the profits. So three years later Huang and several colleagues left to start Himin.

By the year 2000, the company’s sales had reached 500 million Yuan (US$60 million). Himin’s hometown was Dezhou City and during this period it became known as the solar capital of China. Practically every house used a solar water heater, and the technology soon spread to other cities in Shandong province.

Diversifying

In 2003, the company started building higher quality units, with prices increasing from 1,500 Yuan to 3,000 Yuan (US$219–430) for basic models. Now, the price can be as high as 20,000 Yuan (US$2,900) to install solar hot water in a luxury home. Himin is still market leader with over 14% market share and in 2007 the company was also awarded the Most Influential Contribution to Renewable Energy prize.

The future

Himin’s solar water heaters have saved enough energy to reduce China’s coal consumption by 20 million metric tons. Himin has also begun creating a ‘China Solar Valley’ in Dezhou, which could deal with over 100 billion Yuan (US$14.6 billion) of solar investment going forward.
Chapter Three
Low Carbon Transport

Highlights
- China’s low carbon vehicle market is growing rapidly and produced over 79 million bicycles, 21 million electric bicycles and 1.64 million energy efficient compact cars in 2007.
- In 2008, China implemented a 36 miles per gallon (mpg) fuel economy standard for passenger vehicles, almost 40% higher than US equivalents and the Government has put an excise tax of up to 20% on gas-guzzling SUVs.
- The Chinese Government has begun planting an area of marginal land half the size of England with biofuel forests which could produce 6 million metric tons of biodiesel per year by 2020.

Challenges
- The further scale-up of low carbon transport solutions is essential, as traditional automobile sales are also on the rise, up 21% in 2008 and could overtake the US market by 2015 to be the world’s largest.
- As the urban population in China is expected to double by 2030, large-scale investments are required in public transport systems.
- As more efficient transport technologies, such as compact cars, come to scale and become affordable, this will encourage people to switch from less efficient modes of transport (e.g. larger cars), but could also encourage people to switch from more efficient options (e.g. electric bikes).
- China currently imports 47% of its oil, so improved fuel economy and the development of alternative fuels are critical for energy security. However, biofuel development in China needs to take into account concerns over food security and pricing.

Opportunities
- China is the world’s number one battery producer and is strategically positioned to become the leading global supplier of electric and hybrid electric vehicles in the future.
- China has around 100 million hectares of marginal land, which can potentially be used for biomass forests without competing with food crops. This would also help to prevent soil erosion and desertification.

China’s on-road vehicle population will more than triple by 2035 to over 400 million
Automobiles are a symbol of high energy and high carbon lifestyles. China currently has one of the lowest carbon transport sectors in the world, with a motorised vehicle use rate of around one passenger car per 70 people in 2007, compared to almost one per person in the USA. Overall, transport accounts for less than 10% of total energy use, much lower than the 25-30% typically seen in the developed world. This reflects the fact that the majority of the Chinese population still uses public transport, bicycles, motorcycles and old fashioned foot-power.

Fuel consumption shares of chinese vehicles, 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trucks</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buses</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Vehicles</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycles</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, this could change in the future as China’s middle class continues to expand rapidly and demand more energy intensive transport. The Asian Development Bank projects that the total on-road vehicle population in China will more than triple by 2035 to over 400 million vehicles, including over 192 million personal passenger vehicles, approaching the size of the current US fleet. Steps are therefore being taken by policy makers and business leaders to keep transport-related CO2 emissions in check.

Energy security is a key consideration: 47% of Chinese oil is imported
One of China’s major motivations for improving fuel economy and developing alternative fuels is energy security. Oil imports account for 47% of the country’s 347 million metric ton per year oil consumption, making China the third largest oil importing nation after the USA and Japan. Oil imports grew by 12.4% in 2007 alone. Chinese gasoline prices have been increasing steadily in recent years, although they are still controlled by the government. After the latest price hikes on June 20, 2008, the oil price in Beijing increased from 5.34 Yuan per litre (US$77c per litre) to 6.20 Yuan (US89c per litre). Moreover, there is ongoing debate in China over the introduction of a fuel tax to suppress energy demand and pay for the environmental and security costs of oil.

China currently gives large subsidies to state-owned oil refiners to compensate for controlled prices. In 2007 the largest refiner, Sinopec, was given 12.3 billion Yuan (US$1.76 billion) in subsidies which only partly offset the company’s losses. Going forward, China’s domestic oil price can be expected to remain below international levels, as over half of domestic consumption is from oil produced locally for far less than the global market price which was over US$140 per barrel in June this year.

Stringent fuel economy standards have been introduced
In October 2004, the Chinese Government implemented the country’s first ever fuel economy standards for passenger vehicles. The standard has been going up year-on-year, and by 2008 it had reached 36.7mpg, higher than many developed countries including Australia, Canada and the USA. However, China still lags behind standards set in Japan and the European Union.
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China produced over 79 million bicycles in 2007 and around 21 million electric bicycles.
Domestic hybrid vehicle technology undercuts international competition

Sales of Toyota’s famous Prius hybrid, which has sold over 1 million units around the world, have been disappointing in China with only 414 vehicles sold in 2007. However, the market for SUVs still grew rapidly to 357,400 vehicles in 2007. Furthermore, it should be noted that although compact cars are more efficient than larger models, as costs come down this could also encourage people to stop using even more efficient modes of transport, like electric bikes and buses.

Vehicle manufacturing excise tax rates in China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Category by Engine Displacement</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automobiltes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 to 1.5 litres</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 to 2.0 litres</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 to 2.5 litres</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 to 3.0 litres</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 to 4.0 litres</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0+ litres</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buses</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;250cc</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;250cc</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With these policies in place, the market for mini or compact cars reached 1.64 million vehicles in 2007, with an estimated sales volume of over US$50 billion. However, the market for SUVs still grew rapidly to 357,400 vehicles in 2007. Furthermore, it should be noted that although compact cars are more efficient than larger models, as costs come down this could also encourage people to stop using even more efficient modes of transport, like electric bikes and buses.

Domestic hybrid vehicle technology undercuts international competition

Sales of Toyota’s famous Prius hybrid, which has sold over 1 million units around the world, have been disappointing in China with only 414 vehicles sold in 2007. This is largely due to the already high price tag which, when capped with an additional 25% import tax, hits over US$40,000, well beyond the reach of most Chinese consumers.

Last year several Chinese companies, including home-grown industry leaders Dongfeng, Chery and Chang’an announced that they had started production of hybrid vehicles in China. After six years of R&D with financial support from the Government’s ‘863’ research programme, Chang’an’s first hybrid model rolled off the production line in December 2007. It cost 150,000 Yuan (US$21,500), almost halving the Prius’ price tag. Chang’an’s gasoline hybrid technology improves fuel economy by 20% compared to regular gasoline vehicles. Although this is less than the Prius’ 40% reduction, it is expected to improve quickly in coming years. Simultaneously, the Chinese auto market has been making rapid innovations in electric and plug-in hybrid/electric technology (see BYD case study).

BYD: From phone batteries to hybrid cars

Based in the industrial city of Shenzhen, BYD (short for Build Your Dreams) is the largest manufacturer of cell phone batteries in China and the second largest in the world. The company has over 130,000 employees, with sales of 12.9 billion Yuan (US$1.8 billion) in 2006. Five years ago, it moved into the auto sector and has since created the world’s first plug-in hybrid car.

How it made the change

Acquisition

In 2003, BYD’s founder, Mr Wang Chuanfu, saw an opportunity for a battery company to start creating low carbon, battery-driven vehicles. He used money raised on the Hong Kong stock market to buy Qinchuan Automobile, a small Chinese car maker. By 2007, BYD had created a successful car-manufacturing subsidiary business, with an annual output of over 100,000 vehicles, mostly for the Chinese market.

Battery expertise

BYD then started combining its battery and car-making expertise to create hybrid engines. In January 2008, it unveiled the world’s first plug-in hybrid production model at the Detroit Motor Show. Called the ‘F6DM’, it has a range of 100km as a pure electric vehicle, 330km as a hybrid, and a top speed of 160km/hr. The vehicle’s battery can be recharged from a 240V plug socket. More importantly, it only emits 70g of CO₂ per kilometre, barely half the European passenger vehicle standard of 130g/km.

Research support

BYD has received support from the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology under the ‘863’ research programme. With this help, it has developed a new iron-phosphate battery which can be recharged more than 2,000 times and could theoretically power a car for over 600,000 miles.

The future

New models

BYD is spending over 2 billion Yuan (US$280 million) developing its vehicle business this year, and has announced targets to double domestic sales to 200,000 units. In total, BYD is bringing out four hybrid models in 2008 – including the F6DM, which will cost 180,000 Yuan (US$26,000) – and two pure electric vehicles in 2009.

New markets

BYD plans to float on China’s Shenzhen Stock Exchange this year. It also aims to introduce the electric-hybrid model into Europe within 2-3 years and to increase its sales to 1.5 million vehicles by 2015.
China leads world in electric bicycle market
In the last few years China’s entrepreneurs have brought the humble bicycle, a symbol of Chinese development, into the 21st century by adding a nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery and an electric engine, producing a highly efficient form of electric transport known as the ‘e-bike’. With a typical engine size of 250W, e-bikes emit at least 90% less CO₂ than passenger cars, making their per-passenger carbon footprint smaller even than public transport. 80% of global e-bike sales are in China which has almost 60 million e-bikes in use. In 2007 e-bike sales outpaced those of automobiles by two to one, representing an annual market worth 42 billion Yuan (US$6 billion).98 Electric bicycles are relatively cheap with a price tag of only 1500–2500 Yuan (US$200-350) per vehicle. The increasingly sophisticated technology has a lifetime of 10 years and offers a range of 60km between charges, perfect in an urban setting.99 During operation, air pollution emissions are zero and power consumption is only about 2kWh per 100 km. Batteries can be used for up to two years and can be cheaply and conveniently traded in for a replacement. Reaching speeds of up to 30km/hour, e-bikes have become the vehicle of choice for many city commuters. Moreover, proponents are now calling for the wider adoption of e-bikes to replace China’s 80 million plus motorcycles, a move which could eliminate 15 million metric tons of fuel consumption per year.

Giant Bike Co.: leading bicycle technology
Giant Bike Co. is one of the largest bicycle companies in the world, operating in over 50 countries and with over 10,000 distribution outlets worldwide. Well known internationally for its traditional bicycles (sales of which reached 5.5 million in 2007), the company is also a leader in China’s electric bicycle market. In 2007, it sold over a quarter million of these e-bikes. How the e-bike was born
An international idea
In the early 1990s, Giant started working and sharing technical expertise with both Ford and Renault. The result was the launch of its first electric bicycle, which hit the headlines at the 1995 Taiwan International Bicycle Exhibition.
A false start
Due to some teething problems with the first models, including an under-powered engine and unreliable battery, total sales of the model only reached 15,000. This slow start forced Giant’s engineers back to the drawing board. No bad thing, as within a few years they had developed a range of new technologies that pushed the boundaries of the e-bike concept further.
Continuous improvement
Over recent years, Giant has improved most areas of the e-bike, from its design, battery and electric motor to the materials and methods used to make it. Some models now have intelligent energy recovery systems, similar to some hybrid cars, which recharge the battery while braking. The price of an e-bike has also come down considerably, with new models now starting from 1,500 Yuan (US$220).
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Ambitious growth targets for bio-fuels
In 2005, China, already the third largest ethanol producer in the world,100 announced plans to ramp up biofuel production to 6 million metric tons per year by 2010 and 12 million metric tons by 2020. However, rapid inflation in food prices through 2007 and 2008 has put biofuel development in the spotlight because of its effect on food markets and the environment. Chinese policy makers have halted further conversion of corn and other grain crops into biofuels and have begun developing alternatives such as cellulose ethanol and biofuel forests, which grow on marginal land. Although the biofuel debate is ongoing, the Government looks to be standing by the 2020 target. According to a recent announcement by the Minister of Science and Technology, the total output value of the bioindustry will reach 500 to 800 billion Yuan (US$71-114 billion) by 2010 and 2 to 3 trillion Yuan (US$285-428 billion) by 2020, more than 4% of China’s current GDP.101

Ethanol and cellulosic ethanol
Cellulosic ethanol technology, which has already been shown to successfully convert agricultural wastes such as wood, dead leaves and corn stalks into ethanol, could represent the future for bioethanol production. China produces up to 800 million metric tons of agricultural and forestry biowaste each year, which represents a huge resource for future cellulosic ethanol development. The main problem is the high cost of enzymes needed to catalyse the breakdown of biomass. Chinese universities and companies are working closely with the Government to try and solve this technical barrier and a number of pilot projects are underway. However, experts predict that cellulosic ethanol technology could take five or more years to commercialise.

Biodiesel forests
Biofuel forests look to be the favourite choice for reaching China’s biofuel targets. There are currently plans to cultivate 13.3 million hectares, an area half the size of the UK, by 2020, which could produce 6 million metric tons of fuel. The most popular biofuel forest species identified so far is the Jatropha tree which can live for over 40 years and needs only about 25cm of rainfall per year to survive. These trees can be grown on hilly or marginal land where they will not compete with food crops. They also help stop soil erosion and desertification which are serious problems in China. It has been shown that a full grown tree can absorb about 9 kilograms of CO₂ every year which equates to more than 20 metric tons per hectare.103

Production of various vehicles in China 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Type</th>
<th>Annual Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bicycles</td>
<td>78,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycles</td>
<td>20,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Bicycles</td>
<td>15,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars</td>
<td>3,870,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks</td>
<td>1,750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buses and Public Vehicles</td>
<td>1,520,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train Carriages</td>
<td>41,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Meeting China’s renewable energy target will require around $400 billion of investment to 2020.
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Highlights
– China is the second largest recipient of sustainable energy investment after Germany with approximately US$12 billion invested in 2007.
– China is the leading beneficiary from the United Nations Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and has developed projects to reduce 900 million metric tons of CO₂ emissions by 2012, valued at over US$10 billion.

Challenges
– Funneling international investment and assistance aid into carbon reduction projects in China has had mixed success and there has been criticism of the effectiveness of some CDM projects such as those reducing hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs).
– Most local banks remain unfamiliar with financing energy efficiency projects and continue to focus on large infrastructure development projects.

Opportunities
– Stronger policies from the Chinese Government are creating increased demand for low carbon investment, including a projected US$398 billion for renewable energy in the next 15 years.
– China’s Energy Service Companies (ESCOs), which provide innovative financing for energy efficiency projects, are growing strongly and the market is expected to grow to US$1 billion by 2009.

China ranks No.2 in renewable energy investment
Investment in renewable energy capacity in China (excluding large hydropower) was approximately US$12 billion in 2007, an amount second only to Germany. Most of this was small hydro, solar water heating, solar PV and wind power, all of which have been booming in recent years.

Investment in renewable energy in China
Does not include large hydro

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Billions of US Dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Chinese National Development and Reform Commission estimates that US$251 billion of investment is needed to reach the government target to produce 15% of primary energy from renewable sources by 2020. Independent estimates released by New Energy Finance in 2008 put the required figure at US$398 billion or US$268 billion not including large hydro. This includes US$91.1 billion in new wind capacity, US$29.5 billion in solar PV, US$26.4 billion for solar water heating, US$37.5 billion for small hydro, US$32.5 billion for biomass power generation, US$11.9 billion for biofuels and US$34.6 billion for biogas installations.

Breakdown of investment sources for renewable energy in China, 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Asset Financing</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Venture Cap/Private Equity</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Mergers and Acquisitions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Public Markets</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total investments of $268bn in new renewable energy in China by 2020 does not include large hydro

1. Wind 34%
2. Small Hydro 14%
3. Biogas 13%
4. Biomass Power 12%
5. Solar PV 11%
6. Solar Water Heating 10%
7. Bioethanol 3%
8. Biodiesel 2%
9. Geothermal 1%
Total 100%

Although investment source figures for 2007 have not yet been released, it is clear that the proportion of funding from public stock markets will have increased, with over a dozen renewable energy initial public offerings (IPOs) seen last year.

China’s solar PV manufacturing industry alone has seen numerous billion Dollar IPOs in the last few years, helping China become the second largest global solar producer in 2008 (see Chapter 1). As of March 2008, China’s top six publicly listed solar manufacturing companies had a market value of over US$15 billion.
Leading Chinese banks loaned US$15.8 billion for industrial efficiency in 2007

Investment in China’s low carbon economy is not limited to renewable energy capacity. Other major investment areas include low carbon buildings, appliances, factories and transport and also the traditional power sector, particularly high efficiency super-critical plants and high voltage distribution cables to cut down power losses. Figures from the China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) show that China’s top five banks gave out 106.3 billion Yuan (US$15.18 billion) in loans for industrial energy efficiency projects in 2007 alone.113

One group of companies that has been very successful in increasing investment in efficiency is the so-called ESCOs (see box). As banks have lacked understanding and shied away from sometimes technical and hands-on energy efficiency retrofits, ESCOs have developed expertise and are helping to leverage more funds into such projects.

**ESCOs: cutting CO₂ at only US$6/tonne**

ESCOs focus solely on energy efficiency projects. As a group of companies, they invested US$280 million and cut CO₂ emissions by an estimated 50 million metric tons in 2006 alone.114

**How ESCOs work**

ESCOs are independent profit-making businesses that finance energy efficiency projects – either through Energy Performance Contracts (EPCs) or Energy Management Contracts (EMCs). In a typical project, the ESCO provides money for a customer’s energy efficiency improvement and then takes about 80% of the cost savings until its investment is paid off. This usually takes about one to three years.

In this way, ESCOs make money by finding factories or buildings that aren’t energy efficient and helping them install more efficient technology. The customer benefits, too: they get to use more efficient equipment without paying for it up front and also benefit from the cost savings once the ESCO has had its investment repaid.

The ESCO concept was introduced to China in 1997. By the following year, three ESCOs were started by the Government and backed by the World Bank, the Global Environment Facility (GEF) and the European Commission. These were in Shandong province, Liaoning province, and Beijing. By 2007, over 100 ESCOs were up and running.

**The future**

Some ESCOs, such as China’s Broad Group, have begun working in other developing countries in Asia. With their average cost for reducing a tonne of CO₂ standing at less than US$6, ESCOs are a cheaper way of reducing emissions than other carbon reduction schemes.

---

**China’s share of CDM transactions in 2007**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Share (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rest of Asia</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rest of Latin America</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rapid growth in China’s Primary CDM volume transactions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Million tons of CO₂ equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CDM projects in China cover a wide range of greenhouse gas-reducing technologies including wind turbines, methane capture from sewage plants and energy efficiency improvements. One of the biggest sources of CDM credits has been from the elimination of HFCs, a byproduct from making industrial refrigerants. HFC projects have made a considerable contribution to mitigating climate change because each ton of HFC has a global warming potential over 11,700 times the equivalent mass of CO₂.¹¹³ HFC projects have been criticised, however, because their low cost means that they have sometimes happened at the expense of renewable energy and efficiency projects.

By the end of 2007, most HFC-emitting factories in China had installed control equipment and it is expected that this type of project will decrease sharply in 2008. The Chinese Government has also brought in differential tax policies to encourage CDM developers to focus on energy efficiency and renewable energy projects in future.

**CDM investment by type of project in China, 2007**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Project</th>
<th>Share of CDM Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Renewable Energy</td>
<td>30.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. HFC Destruction</td>
<td>29.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>12.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Methane</td>
<td>10.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Nitrogen Oxide Destruction</td>
<td>9.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Fossil Fuel Switch</td>
<td>6.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Afforestation/Reforestation</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Financial reforms stimulate further investment**

Despite the evolving policy framework supporting low carbon development there are still regulations in China that slow down clean energy investment in the country. High import taxes which restrict the movement of clean technology into China, for example, and lending and investment controls which funnel money into traditional 'low-risk' projects such as coal-fired power stations. There are also designated economic development zones which give tax breaks to energy intensive industries.

But the Chinese financial system is beginning to show signs of change. For example, the Renewable Energy Law which came into force on January 1, 2006 (see Chapter 1), authorises financial institutions to offer preferential loans with subsidised interest rates to projects involving renewable energy. Another positive sign is the increasing availability of financing for energy efficiency projects for small- and medium-sized private companies, a segment which has been traditionally underserved by the country’s giant state-owned banks.¹¹⁶

Returns on investment for energy efficiency improvements often exceed 50% per year, equivalent to a pay-back period of only two years – an extremely attractive return. However, Chinese banks are still limited in their ability to invest in this type of project because interest rates are regulated by government and are generally not allowed to exceed 10% – not enough to justify the perceived risk. In addition to the growing ESCO sector, other international financial institutions such as the International Finance Corporation (IFC) have created new financial tools to meet this market demand. The IFC is just one of a number of institutions supplying ‘Green Loans’ to reduce China’s CO₂ emissions.

China’s rapidly evolving financial markets can ultimately be expected to self-finance the energy efficiency improvements required, but innovative programmes such as those from the IFC are important to speed up the process and train Chinese financial institutions in the principles and methods of low carbon lending.

**IFC and China Industrial Bank: green loans worth US$776 million**

Since 2006, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and China have been developing ways to finance energy efficiency. The result is CHUEE—the China Utility-based Energy Efficiency Finance Program. Through this programme, the IFC has started working with the China Industrial Bank. Together they have provided over US$126 million of energy efficiency loans, with US$650 million worth of projects in the pipeline.

**How the programme works**

**Guarantees for banks**

Banks normally give loans for large capital investments, which produce products and revenue. They have less experience in energy saving investments which don’t create revenue but which reduce energy costs instead. To encourage Chinese banks to fund these energy saving investments, the IFC set up a fund worth US$25 million to help reduce the risks banks face.

This guarantee mechanism was originally developed by the IFC in Russia. It puts the IFC in a ‘first loss’ position, and guarantees private banks that they will not lose more than 25% of their loans for the first few energy saving projects they fund. This way, local banks can get experience of investing in energy efficiency technologies without risking too much.

**Cost-saving technology for business**

CHUEE also helps companies to learn about cost-saving technology upgrades and then get access to money so they can implement them. So far, 46 projects have received these green loans. The majority are for small and medium sized companies to install energy efficiency measures, from retrofitting industrial boilers and wasted heat recovery systems to installing co-generation equipment. Typically the savings these companies make from the reduced energy costs can pay back the loan in two to five years.

**The future**

The first stage of the CHUEE project was a success. As a result, in February 2008, the IFC announced that the risk-sharing fund in the second phase would be expanded to US$210 million. The agreement will allow the China Industrial Bank to extend guaranteed energy efficiency loans to 1.5 billion Yuan. Very recently, the IFC has also signed agreements with Beijing Bank and Shanghai Pudong Development Bank to extend the scale of the CHUEE programme in China.

As a major commercial bank in China, we attach great importance to corporate social responsibility. We are proud to offer a market-based financing model to help the country save energy and improve its environment.

Li Renjie, President, China Industrial Bank
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Conclusion

The rapid growth of clean technology markets in China is integral to international efforts to tackle climate change. Chinese citizens on average emit less than half the amount of CO2: that people in developed countries do; but because of its large population of 1.3 billion and rapid economic development, China is one of the main contributors to global carbon emissions. The evidence gathered in this publication shows that contrary to popular belief, China is starting to take targeted action to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. The Chinese low carbon economy, as in most other countries, is in its infancy and major challenges still exist. For example, energy intensity, although more than 60% lower than it was in 1980, is still significantly higher than in the US. However, this report demonstrates that the transition to low carbon solutions in China is already generating jobs, profits and increased energy security. Some of the key strategies that are being used in China to drive low carbon growth are:

Clear government vision and strong policy support
The Chinese Government has rolled out a comprehensive series of medium- and long-term goals for low carbon development covering almost every major carbon emitting industry. Coupled with other supporting policies, these targets have given companies in China the incentive and confidence to move into low carbon sectors – often exceeding targets, as has been seen in the wind power sector.

The Chinese Government has also helped fund energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. Spending has been justified not only by the reduction of energy costs and carbon emissions, but also by other co-benefits such as increased energy security, technology development and reduction of air and water pollution.

Moving into low carbon sectors with global demand
China's solar PV market has grown from almost nothing five years ago to be the world leader, with very little support from government policies or subsidies. The main driver behind this US$14 billion industry has been government regulation in countries such as Germany, Spain and the USA, which has created an international demand for low cost solar panels. A similar pattern has been seen in many of China's export industries. In some cases, refrigerators and washing machines for example, Chinese companies initially develop efficient products for export and then move on to sell them in the domestic market. In other cases, companies first cultivate a local market and then use this as a base to expand overseas. This has been the case with electric bicycles, mini-cars and could also happen in the case of solar water heaters.

Taking advantage of international capital opportunities such as public markets, cooperating with international technology providers, and expanding exports to generate economies of scale have all been winning strategies for Chinese low carbon companies operating in an increasingly globalised world.

Cultivating low carbon tastes among domestic consumers
Both government and businesses are playing a role in steering the tastes of Chinese citizens away from high carbon products and lifestyles towards more sustainable alternatives. Government policies such as mandatory efficiency labeling of consumer appliances and fuel economy standards have been acting to change behaviour and create markets for low carbon products. Companies, for their part, have responded rapidly with a range of environmentally-friendly products, green cars and efficient appliances along with strong marketing campaigns to stimulate markets.

Just two examples of this are the markets for electric bicycles and solar water heaters, both of which are the largest in the world and developed from almost nothing at the turn of the millennium.

Breaking down barriers to low carbon finance
After a slow start in the carbon emission reductions market, China has now become the largest supplier of CDM credits in the world. This has been achieved, in part, because of considerable support and training given to Chinese companies from the Government, international institutions and consulting companies. As a result, the CDM is now funding billions of Dollars worth of carbon reductions in China.

China’s success in attracting renewable energy investment has been complemented by government efforts to increase the availability of green loans. This has included encouraging energy service companies (ESCOs) and other financial mechanisms to build on the capacity of banks to fund energy efficiency projects. In a world of increasing energy costs, China’s low carbon lenders are finding that replacing inefficient technology is a profitable and growing market.

Allowing low carbon companies to reap profits
A vibrant and innovative low carbon business community has grown up in China in response to consumer demand, government targets and policy, export opportunities and greater availability of finance. This community has already gained a momentum of its own, and is giving positive feedback in the form of marketing efficient products to consumers, lobbying government for supporting policies, increasing investments in low carbon R&D, lowering prices to increase international demand, and returning high profits therefore attracting further investment.

The future
This report has chronicled the key initial developments in China’s journey to a sustainable future and has profiled some of the country’s leading low carbon innovators. The data, trends and case studies speak for themselves and are a cause for hope that both developed and developing countries around the world can move away from carbon-intensive lifestyles.

The steps taken so far in China, and documented in these pages, demonstrate that the opportunities associated with the move to a low carbon economy are not just relevant to developed nations. Efforts to stimulate low carbon markets and increase efficiency in China have simultaneously led to job creation, improved energy security and avoided environmental pollution. Furthermore, they are the vital first steps in putting China on a track to peak domestic greenhouse gas emissions by 2020.

However, it remains to be seen if this strong growth in renewable and low carbon industries can expand over the next decade on the scale required to replace traditional carbon-intensive energy sources and industries and begin to significantly reduce China’s carbon emissions towards two metric tons per capita by 2050.

This report shows, in no uncertain terms, that China’s Clean Revolution is well underway. But China will need to cooperate with other nations in order to rise to the challenge of delivering a global low carbon economy which can sustain prosperity and security in the future.
Efforts to stimulate low carbon markets and increase efficiency in China have simultaneously led to job creation, improved energy security and avoided environmental pollution.
Foreword

1 – Calculated from per capita CO₂ emissions data from the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency. In this scenario, China’s per capita CO₂ emissions increase from 5.6 metric tons in 2007 to 12.6 metric tons in 2020; EU-15 per capita CO₂ emissions decrease from 8.6 metric tons to 7.3 metric tons in the same period.


36 – Announcement made at the EU Spring Summit, Brussels, March 2007.
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